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Sonnentherme Lutzmannsburg: Paradise for families 
– babies, kids and parents! 
 
The place where for us the smallest are the greatest! Immerse yourselves in 
our six adventure worlds at the Sonnentherme Lutzmannsburg with our 
favourite mascot, Sunny Bunny. For at Europe’s leading baby and toddler 
thermal spa, fun and relaxation are not contradictory terms. Not for the little 
ones or for those who have long since left their water wings behind.  
 
Hearing their child’s carefree laughter is for parents the greatest reward. At  
Sonnentherme Lutzmannsburg this kind of laughter is everywhere. In Baby World, 
babies and small kids have a world of adventure all to themselves. They can explore 
the element of water with their mums and dads in the shallow baby pool and baby 
groove and toddlers can take their first ever plunge into the water on our Quaxi or 
Flipper slide. And all you’ll hear from our “Bubble Pool”, a special pool for little ones, 
is squeaks of delight!  
 
The baby & kids sauna with its steam bath and baby shower will warm your little 
water-baby’s heart. Expert advice included. After their adventures in the water, 
mothers can withdraw with their little ones to feed and change them undisturbed. 
Splashing around makes you hungry so in the baby kitchen equipped with bottle-
warmers you can enjoy the treats you have brought with you.  And mobility is taken 
care of: pushchairs and playpens are available on free-of-charge loan.  
 
Plunge to the earth on over 800 metres of slide equipment. In Speed World young 
and old alike can relish in unlimited slide adventure. The absolute highlight is the 
“XXL Monster Ride“, at 270 metres the longest slide in Austria in which you slide in 
an enormous “swimming hoop“ for up to three persons. And the children’s top 
favourite is the “Air Racer”. Here you plunge into the depths on a tube for one. Fun 
World has over 1,000 square metres of water area. You need to be a bit brave to try 
out the wave pool and torrent.  
 
On the outdoor grassy play area there are lots of attractions. For the little ones 
there’s a train making its rounds, going through the tunnel and arriving back at the 
station with everyone safe and sound.  On waterways, kids in bumper boats sail 
towards the port with its lighthouse and boathouse. They make the very smallest 
advance towards the baby beach to make their very first sandcastle, before throwing 
themselves into the water. You have here around 450 square metres of water area 
for small children to play in.   
 
Big people too will enjoy fun and action in the outdoor area. From the diving 
platforms, it’s two or three metres down into the water. For those who dare to climb, 
there’s the three-metre high climbing wall – landing lightly in the outdoor “splash 
pool”. There’s fun and action too in the kids’ play area, in the gigantic sand pit, on the 
trampoline, in the bouncy castle, on the Bobby Car racing circuit and of course in 
Sunny Bunny’s outdoor show arena. The park-like sunbathing area is the place to 
relax in the Burgenland sun, including some lovely spots in natural shade.  
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Leave the stresses and strains of everyday life behind and with no thoughts of 
tomorrow. Wolfgang Stündl, the managing director of Sonnentherme 
Lutzmannsburg explains: “With Relax World we have created a family zone away 
from the hurly-burly. It’s a retreat for parents – but one where they don’t have to be 
without their kids“. Allow yourself to relax in 170 square metres of lovely warm 
thermal water while lying on a bubbly water lounger or enjoying a bench massage. 
It’s perfect for mums-to-be looking for relaxation before facing the challenging days 
ahead.  Sweating is the norm at Sauna World in all its variety, until you take the 
plunge – literally - and jump into the ice-cold pool. Or you can relax after the heat in 
the quiet area.  
 
The diversity of facilities at our “Sunny Bunny Swim Academy” is immense: from 
baby experiences to synchronised swimming. But that’s not all, there’s also a 
specially developed training pool for small kids where they will benefit from 
professional swimming instruction and enjoy a baby massage and baby wellness. 
Bigger kids will swim properly for the very first time on toddler and kids’ swim 
courses. They can learn how to do real dives, somersaults and twists on our “jumping 
water fleas” programme. They can dive into in our mermaid programme to learn how 
to do synchronised swimming.  For adults there are specially designed swim and 
aqua-fitness courses. Mums-to-be can get ready for their big day with the “Magic 
Movements” programme, including water gymnastics and aqua relax.  
 
New every week, varied baby and kids events from a free-of-charge programme of 
exercise and entertainment! Inviting, guided sauna sessions for babies and kids, 
baby “kneipp” pool and free tasters on the various water programmes. Once out of 
the water, swimming enthusiasts will be tempted by the indoor play area. Artists can 
be creative in the world of artists or doing some handicrafts in the Kids Club. Your 
little ones can take a look in the cooking pots in the kids baking workshop or even 
wield a wooden spoon themselves. Young film fans will love the 3D cinema.  
 
 
Highlights at a glance at Sonnentherme Lutzmannsburg:  

o 270 metre long “XXL Monster Ride” giant slide with swimming hoops for 2 – 3 
persons 

o Speedy fun on the slide in the 111m long “Air Racer” (with swimming tube for 
one person) 

o “Quaxi” and “Flipper” slides for the smallest kids, each 12 – 14 m long.  
o Numerous slides and the famous giant slides, “Speedy” and “Twister”, lengths 

141 and 202 m  
o Park-like sunbathing space in the outdoor area with dozens of attractions and 

natural shade 
o One, two or three metre-high diving platform at the “Splash Pool” 
o Three metre-high climbing wall projecting over the outdoor “Splash 

Pool” 
o 450 square-metre outdoor toddlers water area  
o Kids train with station and tunnel 
o Fun with play sand at the “Baby Beach” 
o Electric bumper boats with port, boathouse and lighthouse 
o Fun water see-saw and water shooter 
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o Sports pool with swimmer exit channel for bad weather days 
o Sunny Bunny‘s Show Arena in the outdoor park  

o Quiet moments in Relax World with bubble water loungers, massage benches 
and a 170 square-metre water area 

o Sauna section for those hotter moments incl. special infusions and 
ceremonies, and quiet area 

o Lifts for mums with pushchairs 
o Spacious indoor kids play area plus 3D cinema 
o Baby and kids swim courses at the “Swim Academy” in a specially designed 

training pool for toddlers 
o Special for the tiniest: free loan of pushchairs, playpens, highchairs, child 

loungers plus feeding and changing spaces.  
o For every situation: kids’ bedroom, kids’ play areas, baby kitchen with bottle 

warmers 
o Warm and cuddly time for kids: baby/kids’ sauna and steam bath and also 

baby showers.  
 
For more information please go to www.sonnentherme.at. To take a secret look 
inside Sunny Bunny`s fun world go to www.sunnybunny.at . 
 
We are always available to deal with your queries and requests:  
Sonnentherme BetriebsgesmbH 
Contact person: Timea Mersich-Lakotar 
A-7361 Lutzmannsburg  Thermengelände 1 
Tel: +43-(0)2615-87171-2223  Fax: Dial direct -20   
Email: t.mersich@sonnentherme.at, www.sonnentherme.at 
 

 

http://www.sonnentherme.at/
http://www.sunnybunny.at/

